Kinetics of biological and chemical processes in anoxic-aerobic digestion of phosphorus rich waste activated sludge.
Because the functions of these water and resource recovery facilities (WRRFs) stretches beyond simply meeting effluent requirements (i.e., also includes optimisation of products to be generated as recovered resources), a high level of accuracy is required in using mathematical models that virtually replicate (hence predict) WRRF system responses to dynamic conditions. The currently developed mathematical models embrace the majority of advances made towards tracking nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P) through the entire WRRF, and significant effort has been made towards calibrating them to predict realistic outcomes. This paper presents the stepwise calibration of the PWMSA model (Ikumi et al., 2015) for aerobic (AerD) and anoxic-aerobic digestion (AAD) processes, through predictions of (i) mineral precipitation potential, in isolation to biological reactions (ii) AerD bioprocesses (including nitrification, orthophosphate (OP) release, and endogenous respiration), in isolation to mineral precipitation (iii) predicted interaction of the mineral precipitation and the biological processes of organic removal and nitrification, excluding P accumulating organisms (PAOs) and polyphosphate (PP) release during AerD, (iv) replicated interaction of mineral precipitation and bioprocesses of P release and nitrification kinetics (v) predicted PAO behavioural kinetics of anaerobic OP release with acetate uptake and aerobic PP uptake, in isolation to nitrification and (vi) predicted nitrate denitrification and anoxic OP release. The calibrated kinetic parameters allowed for the model capability of reproducing the data from the key biological, physical and chemical processes occurring in the various environments of sludge treatment (aerobic, anoxic and anaerobic) within satisfactory level of accuracy.